HB 1001
Kenley
2nd Reading
Budget bill.

Amendment: 14 Rogers

Presiding: President

YEAS - 17   NAYS - 32   NOT VOTING - 1

FAILED

YEAS - 17
Arnold          Hume          Rogers          Taylor
Breaux          Lanane        Simpson        Young, R
Broden          Lewis         Sipes
Deig            Mrvan         Skinner
Errington       Randolph    Tallian

NAYS - 32
Becker          Head          Long          Stutzman
Boots           Hershman      Lubbers       Walker
Bray            Holdman       Merritt       Waltz
Buck            Kenley        Miller        Waterman
Charbonneau     Kruse         Mishler       Wyss
Delph           Landske       Nugent        Yoder
Dillon          Lawson        Paul          Young, M
Gard            Leising       Steele        Zakas

NOT VOTING - 1
Alting